East Farms School
WINTER 2021
P R I N C I PA L ’ S
NEWSLETTER
IMPORTANT
DATES

January 4th
Classes Resume

January 18th
No School
Martin Luther King Day

From the Principal’s Desk
Dear East Farms’ Families,
Holiday Greetings to all! Tis’ the season for giving! Giving to
others is also a wonderful life lesson for all of us and especially
for our children. Learning to reach out and help others in need
develops a sense of empathy in children and the true meaning of
good citizenship and service to others. This year it is especially
important as there are so many families in need. Reach out if
you can to support one another, even if it is just a call to check
in on a neighbor.
Along with this winter season comes cold and inclement weather. Even though it is cold, it is more important than ever that we
spend time outdoors, socially distanced. Dressing your children
properly will help keep them safe from cold weather. If your
family, or a family you know, need assistance acquiring appropriate winter clothing, please let us know. We may be able to
help. Here are some tips on appropriate dress for cold weather:
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 Wear several layers, the layer of air between each piece of
clothing acts as extra insulation.
 Wear clothing that insulates, shields and breathes. Wool and
polypropylene are good insulators.
 Outer layers should be wind and waterproof.
 Wear wool socks and well-fitting waterproof boots.
 Wear a hat to prevent heat loss.
 In most cases, mittens re warmer than gloves.
 In extreme cold, cover all areas of exposed skin.

We continue to go outside for recess
unless the temperature or the windchill falls below 20 degrees.
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From the Principal’s Desk (cont.)

Office News!
We want to wish our much loved Mrs.
Lindstrom a very happy retirement. We thank
her for her many years of service here at East
Farms. We will miss her!

Please join me in welcoming our new Administrative
Assistant. Mrs. Jessica Stanfield joins us beginning
December 28th all the way from California! Previously an east coast resident and graduate from the
University of Georgia, she is eager to make her home
in Connecticut, and to join our East Farms’ family!
She can be reached at stanfieldj@fpsct.org.

Also, let’s welcome Sue Webb, our new Special
Education Clerk. Sue has worked in various office
support roles over the years, most recently being in
a hospital environment. She is a life-long Connecticut resident who loves nature and hikes as often as
she can. She can be reached at webs@fpsct.org.
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Kindergarteners at East Farms School are ending the
2020 school year feeling accomplished, successful
and ready to take on 2021. In the last few weeks of
school, strengths have been shining through each and
every student. Kindergarteners are enjoying reading, thinking,
and talking about their books. Students have been learning beginning reading strategies such as pointing underneath each
word (1:1 matching), using picture clues, and sounding out
words. Students are becoming problem solvers as they tackle activities with numbers 1-10 in math. In writing, students are becoming growing writers by writing 3-5 page stories that include
a beginning, middle and end. Kindergarteners are enjoying
learning and playing together. They have grasped what it is like
to foster friendships and grow in our classroom as individuals.

We greatly appreciate all of your support at home!
Our home-school connection is a vital part of Kindergarten.
Thank you!
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GRADE 1 NEWS

The past couple of months have been filled with fun, learning and
celebrating! Thank you for sharing your children with us each day!
First graders just finished a unit on developing good reading habits
for reading longer and stronger! They used strategies before, during
and after reading, such as taking a sneak peek, checking their predictions, and rereading their favorite parts of the book, as well as retelling key
ideas and details. Readers are striving to read more and more to strengthen
their reading skills and increase their reading stamina. Your first grader
learned how to set a reading goal and how to track their progress. We also learned how to be a strong reading partner and
had many learning opportunities to help our partners' brains
grow. We learned how to coach our reading partner to not tell
them a tricky word and how to use many different strategies
to help them solve it on their own! Strategies we used were
checking the picture, sounding out all of the parts and noticing words we know inside of a larger word. We worked with
our reading partners by using platforms, such as Flipgrid and
Google Meet Breakout Rooms to share our thinking. Our next
unit will be our Word Detectives Unit where we become detectives to continue
solving tricky words! Your first grader is continuing to become a confident,
successful reader!
In Writer’s Workshop, first graders just finished a unit on writing personal narrative stories about their own lives. They
zoomed in to write about a small moment. They stretched out
ideas to tell their stories bit by bit, and used more precise details to make their characters come to life by adding dialog
and action. We also took a look at author’s craft moves and
noticed what strong authors do and added craft moves to our
own stories. Our next unit will be focused on persuasive writing. Your child is learning more and more about how strong
writers follow the important steps of the writing process.
In Math, students have just finished a unit about shapes. We
learned about 2D and 3D shapes and talked about the different attributes each shape had. We learned which shapes we can stack, roll and slide
and talked about different patterns we could make with shapes. First Graders are now
beginning a unit on numbers to 20 which will then lead us into addition and subtraction
to 20 where we will continue to use all of the strategies we used in the beginning of the
year with our addition and subtraction to 10 unit. We will continue to explore strategies
such as number bonds and tens frames just to name a few. We will continue to build
upon explaining our mathematical thinking in our math journals.
Your first graders have been growing their brains away from the screen during our Purposeful Learning block! We have practiced our math strategies with various partner
games, explored shapes around our classroom and school, practiced our sight words
in many different ways, practiced storytelling with story characters and practiced our
fine motor cutting and gluing just to name a few things!

GRADE 2 NEWS
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Second graders are so excited about the new learning they are
doing in our Social Studies unit, Changemakers! What is fairness? How do changemakers take
action to make life better for others? How can I take action to improve the lives of others in our community? These are some of the essential questions
around which we are focusing our work. In a
recent lesson on what school segregation was
like for school children, a student in Mrs.
Palmer’s class said, “I feel mad that kids
couldn’t all go to school together, but happy
that this has changed.” Teachers and students are feeling just how important this work
is for us all.
In Writing, students have completed nonfiction expert booklets, as well
as research books on a student-chosen topic. Throughout this work, students have applied a toolbox full of nonfiction writing strategies to
strengthen their writing. Through the use of multiple sources, students
worked hard to grow their expertise in order to feel confident in their
writing. It’s fun to see all of the different topics of interest students
have chosen! Sharing our writing with peers is by far the best part. We
love to celebrate our writing pieces on FlipGrid and enjoy learning from
our expert classmates.
Second grade mathematicians are
currently in their multiplication and
division units. Virtual math manipulatives have made learning new concepts fun, interactive, as well as
easy to access from home. We encourage our second graders to continue this practice through the use
of Think Central, XtraMath, and
homemade flashcards.

We thank you for your continued at-home support. It is a pleasure
working with your Second Grader!
The Second Grade Team

GRADE 3 NEWS
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Third graders have been working hard over the last few
weeks at East Farms. In reading, we have become detectives
as we read our mystery books. Our goal is to solve the mystery before the detective in the book. We do this by tracking
clues, suspects, motives, and red herrings. In writing, we are
concluding our work with realistic fiction pieces. Students
transferred the skills they learned earlier in the year when
writing personal narratives to their realistic fiction pieces.
Writers brainstormed ideas for their realistic fiction piece
by using their personal experiences as inspiration. Students
revised their work by applying a variety of elaboration strategies to their writing piece including character’s thoughts, dialogue, feelings, and descriptions. In math, students have
been working on multiplication! We have explored many different strategies to use when solving multiplication problems.
One strategy students used often was the break apart strategy, where students built upon their prior knowledge of skip
counting by 2, 5, and 10. For example, when solving a multiplication problem involving the digit 7 students would break
apart the digit 7 into facts they know 2 and 5. When solving
multiplication word problems, students utilized their close
reading skills to carefully read and visualize the problem to
determine the steps needed to accurately solve the problem.
Below are some examples of student work during our multiplication unit!

GRADE 4 NEWS
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Thank you for meeting with us at our November conference. It is very helpful to get your perspective on how things
are going in school, and at home, for your child. We look
forward to your questions and communication regarding your
child’s challenges and progress. Together we can help your
child achieve at high levels by setting realistic achievable
goals. One thing I think we can all agree on is that the Thinking and Learning part of the report card is the most important. If behavioral skills and
strategies are not in place, learning will be a real challenge.
We have been teaching students to be kind and treat each other well
through Social Justice lessons, while incorporating written responses and
grand conversations in these lessons. We incorporate social emotional
learning in each part of our day. We encourage children to use the Honest
Expression Helper Sheet to guide their conversations with others when there
are conflicts. We also encourage children to use this strategy when things
go well to reinforce good relationships. We teach children to be kind and
respectful to others by doing simple things like greeting them at the door
each day, asking them who was kind to you yesterday, or what makes them
special.
Students have been using their understanding of multiplication facts and division to find factors of numbers to 100. They have also learned to find the
greatest common factor of two numbers and the least common multiple of
two numbers. This understanding will help as students need to find equivalent fractions and simplify fractions and mixed numbers in our upcoming
fraction unit. If you are cooking or baking with your child at home, you can
challenge them to find different combinations of measuring cups and measuring spoons to find ¾ or ½ or 1. Real life connections make the math more
meaningful and fun!
As we finish our fiction reading unit on characters, we are enjoying listening
to student conversations about our read aloud books, the short stories they
read in small groups, and their independent reading books. Students have
learned to discuss how characters are complicated, the lessons the characters learn in their books, and the author’s message
of the book. If your child has time outside of school
hours, we encourage them to continue reading
their fiction books for pleasure as we transition to
reading nonfiction in our upcoming weather unit.
We hope you enjoy learning about our fourth grade
experiences and welcome your feedback on how
you think things are going as well as any questions
you may have.
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P.E. NEWS

What a great school year we’ve
have had so far!
It is always our goal to create meaningful
and exciting opportunities for our students
to enjoy movement. Students in all grades have explored a variety of units in each of the sessions. Students have completed mini units, of 2 lesson in hand &
foot dribbling, underhand throwing & catching, fitness,
locomotion, yoga &
mindfulness, track &
field,
and obstacle course.
Student choice
and exploration is at the forefront of student learning.
Important: To ensure the health and safety of our learners, please encourage your
child to dress for the weather, as we go
outside daily.

Looking Ahead: As the weather gets colder, it is still so
important to keep our students active and limit screen
time. Look for a monthly calendar coming soon to help
you and your child stay active!
Mrs. O’Shea and Ms. Luiz are enjoying our time teaching
at East Farms and creating meaningful Physical Education for all of our learners. We can be reached by email
at oshead@fpsct.org or luizm@fpsct.org

NEWS FROM OUR MATH SPECIALIST
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SAY THIS, NOT THAT!
“The way we praise our children can have a profound impact
on their mindset. Research on praise and mindsets shows
that when we praise children for being smart, it promotes a
fixed mindset. It sends a message that their accomplishments are trait-based, and tied to something innate. In contrast, praising kids for working hard promotes a growth mindset. It sends a message that the child’s effort is what led
them to success.
Want more tips on what to say, and what not to say when
praising your kids?
CLICK HERE: SAY THIS, NOT THAT!

